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Analyzed Brand Chopard

Company A private organization

Date of analysis 02. Dec 2019

Period 02. Sep 2019-01. Dec
2019

Processed statements
about the brand

3'560

Languages German
English
French
English
Dutch

Portuguese
English

Swedish
Media Type Online, Social Media,

Print

Introduction to the Study

The BrandTicker from Adwired is a pre-configured analytics
portal that gives management the ability to monitor brands with
unprecedented levels of detail and to operationally apply the
resulting insights specifically for the company.
We support your work in communications and in brand
management. Our media monitoring and brand analysis portal
enables you to generate up-to-the-minute and operationally
useful results from print, online, and social media. The
BrandTicker is based on an automated full-text search algorithm
that scans a large number of media sources every day and
analyzes the text for more than one million relevant statements
about the brand.
All results displayed in this report are current and updated on a
daily basis. This report has been sent to you as a sample snapshot
of the insight BrandTicker can generate for you.
For further information contact us at info@adwired.ch or our
partner at:
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How well known and respected 
is Chopard?
Competitive environment of Chopard The media presence is compared to the

degree of positive perception.

The diagram shows on the y-axis, the proportion
of "earned media", that is, how often a brand is
mentioned with respect to the sum of all
brands contained in the diagram. The
positive/negative perception is displayed on the
x-axis. This shows which brand is considered as
respected and / or famous.
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Is Chopard in good relationship
with its stakeholders?
Brand health analysis Chopard The funnel-model measures the strength of a

stakeholder’s relationship to the brand in five
successive stages. The most pronounced
result of Chopard on these stages is described
below.

Advocacy: Advocacy is the highest level of
relationship of a brand with its stakeholders. It
is a key performance indicator of any brand.
Chopard receives a higher level of advocacy
than the selected competitors. This fact even
improved since 02.09.2019. Nourish the
relationship with these followers and give them
visibility and thus the opportunity to speak in
favor of Chopard.
What do the five steps in the funnel mean?
1. Brand Presence: how present is the brand in
the media? Presence is a prerequisite to build
any relationship with the stakeholders.
2. Coverage: besides mentioning the brand, do
stakeholders actually describe it? Brand
associations represent a first level of
involvement with a brand.
3. Support: do stakeholders have a positive
perceptions of the brand? A positive
relationship is fundamental to the brand’s
economic contribution.
4. Identity: do stakeholders recognize the brand
the way it wants to be perceived? Recognition
of the brand’s unique profile shows how well
brand strategy works.
5. Advocacy: how strong is the support of the
stakeholders? This is the highest level of
involvement and highest achievement a brand
can aim for.
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How often is Chopard mentioned
in the media?
Media presence of Chopard Media presence is represented by the absolute

number of times the brands are mentioned in
the media on a daily basis.

The chart indicates in absolute terms how often
the selected brands are discussed in a positive,
negative, or neutral fashion. Multiple mentions
of the brand within one document (clipping)
are possible and accounted for. In brackets you
see the total number of mentions within the
selected period.
The switch button lets you depict the data with
a moving average across the selected period.
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How present is Chopard compared
with its competitors?
Share of earned media Share of earned media is the relative number

of times Chopard is mentioned in the media
channels.

The term "earned media" refers to media
coverage that is not directly generated by the
company or its agents but rather by other
entities such as customers or journalists. Share
of earned media shows how often Chopard is
mentioned relative to the sum of all brands
included in the chart. The number of mentions
of all selected brands forms the basis (100%);
therefore, the percentage of each brand will
change if a brand is added or deleted. Multiple
mentions of a brand within one document
(clipping) are possible and accounted for.
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How present is Chopard in the 
media channels?
Media channels and brand presence This graph shows the relative number of

articles where the brands are mentioned in
the three media channels.

This general view of media presence shows how
intensive the brands are discussed in the three
media channels; print media, online media, and
social media.
Social media technologies take on many
different forms and include blogs, business
networks, company social networks, forums,
microblogs, photo sharing, products/services
review, social bookmarking, social gaming,
social networks, video sharing, and virtual
worlds. Some of these sources are protected
and BrandTicker is not permitted to read their
content.
Online media are predominantly defined as the
online news sites that are not protected and
that include newspapers, magazines, online
news, agency releases, or blogs. Examples:
computer-world.nl, energymanagernews.it,
CNN.com, all-about-security.de,
automationnet.de
Print media include the traditional forms of
mass communication like newspapers, local
papers, and magazines, which are available
either in printed or in protected digital format.
Examples: Global Times, South China Morning
Post, The New York Times, USA Today, Chicago
Tribune, Le Monde, L'Express, DerSpiegel,
Süddeutsche.
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In which media sources are the brands 
most commonly named?
Most active media This chart shows the media sources with the

highest number of brand mentions.

The ‘Most Active Media’ chart shows how many
‘Articles’ a brand has in one specific media. It
then compares the results with all other
selected brands. The length of the bar gives an
indication of most impactful media for the
specific industry. Since the sum of articles of all
selected brands forms the basis, the list of top
10 media can change if the selection of brand is
changed.
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How does the Net Promoter Score develop?

Net Promoter Score development The Net Promoter Scores (NPS) of the brands
are calculated daily and presented here over
the course of time.

NPS aims to measure the loyalty that exists
between a provider and a consumer, employee,
or anyone contributing her/his view in the
media. An NPS can be as low as 100 (everyone
is a "detractor") or as high as +100 (everyone is a
"promoter").
People that use distinctly positive statements
(see Advocacy) to describe the brand are called
Promoters, and are considered likely to exhibit
value-creating behaviors such as remaining
customers for longer or making more positive
referrals to other potential customers. Those
who use negative statements to describe the
brand are labelled Detractors, and they are
believed to be less likely to exhibit the value-
creating behaviors. The Net Promoter Score is
calculated by subtracting the percentage of
statements from Detractors from those of the
Promoters. Passive/weakly positive statements
count toward the total number of respondents,
thus decreasing the percentage of detractors
and promoters and pushing the net score
toward 0.
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What is the likelyhood that Chopard
will be recommended?
Net Promoter Score compared Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a management

tool that can be used to gauge the loyalty of a
firm's stakeholder relationships.

NPS aims to measure the loyalty that exists
between a provider and a consumer, employee,
or anyone contributing her/his view in the
media. An NPS can be as low as 100 (everyone
is a "detractor") or as high as +100 (everyone is a
"promoter").
People that use distinctly positive statements
(see Advocacy) to describe the brand are called
Promoters, and are considered likely to exhibit
value-creating behaviors such as remaining
customers for longer or making more positive
referrals to other potential customers. Those
who use negative statements to describe the
brand are labelled Detractors, and they are
believed to be less likely to exhibit the value-
creating behaviors. The Net Promoter Score is
calculated by subtracting the percentage of
statements from Detractors from those of the
Promoters. Passive/weakly positive statements
count toward the total number of respondents,
thus decreasing the percentage of detractors
and promoters and pushing the net score
toward 0.
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How is Chopard discussed among 
its strongest supporters?
Advocacy Advocacy expresses how the brand is

discussed among its strongest supporters.

Advocacy is the highest level of relationship of a
brand with its stakeholders. It is a key
performance indicator of any brand.
The pie charts provide details of the individual
characteristics that express the strongest
support for a brand. The pies show the share of
the five most frequently mentioned
characteristics as a percentage of all positive
statements about the brand. Characteristics
that are not often mentioned in connection
with the brand but reflect advocacy are
summed up under ‘others’.
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What are the most important negative 
associations of Chopard?
Top 10 negative characteristics of Chopard This graph shows 10 negative attributes most

frequently and systematically related to
Chopard.

The scale shows the frequency of the attribute’s
occurrence relative to the total number of
mentions of all attributes (positive and negative)
found in the defined time period. The brands
are continuously monitored on the basis of
approximately 250 distinctly negative
characteristics.
The switch button allows you to change the
statistics and sort them by the most frequently
named attributes of the selected competitors.
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How positive is the media coverage 
of the brands?
Sentiment compared The sentiment of the individual media

contributions is analyzed and presented here
as an average within the selected period.

With sentiment, the tonality in the individual
media contributions is measured. The
sentiment and attitude of the writers is
expressed in four different categories; "positive"
or "negative" sentiment, "neutral" or
"controversial". Controversial means that both
positive and negative statements about the
brand exist in the article, so the article gives an
ambivalent picture. With "neutral" no explicit
positive or negative statements are found.
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How well does the sentiment of Chopard
develop in the media?
Development of Chopard's sentiment The tonality of the individual articles is

analyzed and presented here over time.

With sentiment, the tonality of the individual
media contributions is measured. The
sentiment and attitude of the writers is
expressed in four different categories; "positive"
or "negative" sentiment, "neutral" or
"controversial". Controversial means that both
positive and negative statements about the
brand exist in the article, so the article gives an
ambivalent picture. With "neutral" no explicit
positive or negative statements are found.
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How well is Chopard perceived?

Value drivers of Chopard This graph provides a detailed view of the
Chopard’s positive perception and reveals its
general strengths and weaknesses.

The brands are continuously monitored on the
basis of approximately 250 distinctly positive
characteristics, which are allocated to 15
perceptional dimensions (value drivers).
The green columns show the results of all
selected competitors (average weighted by the
frequency of mentions of the individual brands).
The scale states each dimension's frequency
relative to all statements about the brand in the
defined time period. The differences between
competitors (green columns) and Chopard
(blue columns) illustrate the outstanding image
strengths and the stakeholders’ satisfaction with
the brand.
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What is the stakeholders' perception
of Chopard in detail?
Details of top 6 perceptional dimensions Chopard The pie charts provide details on the

individual characteristics that are most
frequently mentioned within each
perceptional dimension.

The pie charts show the share of the five most
frequently mentioned statements within each
perceptional dimension. These characteristics
reflect the way the public at large is actually
talking about Chopard. Each characteristic is
formed by clusters of synonymous terms and
their grammatical variations in all available
languages.
Characteristics that are not often mentioned in
connection with the brand but still reflect the
semantics of the driver are summed up under
'others'.
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How can brand strength of 
Chopard be optimized?
Value driver map Chopard This chart shows the brand's optimization

potential.

The matrix represents 15 dimensions of positive
perception (value driver) on two axes:
"Influence of brand" measures the influence of
the brand image on the value driver. If the
brand's influence is high, it means that the
value driver is rationally elusive and to a large
extent driven by the persuasiveness of the
brand's promise (see %). If 'Influence' is low,
information about the value driver is available,
obvious and perceptible even without reference
to the promise of the brand. So, each value
driver is represented on a scale between explicit
(low values) and implicit (high values)
perception.
'Volume' measures the frequency of mentions
of a certain driver in comparison to the total
number of mentions of all value and risk drivers
of the brand.
The distribution of the value drivers on the
matrix that creates the most brand strength is
that which has low 'Volume' (relative frequency)
on the drivers with low 'Influence' and high
'Volume' on the drivers with high 'Influence'. In
this respect, brand strength can be created if
the value drivers with high 'Influence' receive
more communicative support and resources
are reduced for the drivers with low 'Influence'.
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How do the most influential drivers
of Chopard develop?
Value driver development Chopard The development of the most important value

driver of Chopard over time.

This chart shows the development of the three
most important value drivers over time (i.e.,
most frequently mentioned within the selected
time period). The scale depicts the value drivers'
frequency relative to all statements about the
brand.
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Which associations with Chopard
are at the top of people's minds?
20 most frequently mentioned characteristics of Chopard The associations ranked in this chart are based

on an open search of descriptive
characteristics linked to the selected brand.

The brand is continuously monitored on the
basis of approximately 500 distinctly positive
and negative characteristics. Each characteristic
is formed by clusters of synonymous terms and
their grammatical variations in all available
languages. The 20 characteristics that are most
frequently used to describe the brand are
shown as a percentage of all statements
measured for the given brand.
The statements are either positive (green) or
negative (red) and will be compared with the
selected competitor(s). The analysis shows what
characteristics stakeholders use to describe the
brand.
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Is Chopard being 
loved or respected?
Brand Love vs. Respect This comparison juxtaposes the two essential

function of a brand; creating identification
and trust.

Decisions are always accompanied by
uncertainty. Brands compensate the
stakeholder‘s information gaps and provide
trust and identification (a sense of social
belonging). Creating trust and identification
with a company or product is hardly
conceivable without a brand. The chart
measures the two sides of this essential effect
and make it comparable to other brands. The
scale states each dimension’s frequency relative
to all statements about the respective brand.
Brands not only make promises and deliver an
experience, they also make our decisions easier,
faster and safer.
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How are the topics of 
Chopard discussed?
Perception of Chopard's topics This matrix shows the relative frequency of

topics, that are associated with Chopard  and
how positively or negatively these topics are
perceived.

The x-axis shows how positive the topic in
regard to Chopard is perceived. The spread
between positive and negative is represented in
relative terms, meaning, if all topics are
positively connoted with the brand, the least
positive value is shown on the left.
The y-axis shows the relative frequency with
which a topic related to Chopard is discussed.
Here the calculation is based on a distribution
of the frequency of a topic relative to the
frequency of all topics within the graph.
It is desirable to occupy topics that have a
positive connotation and may also be important
to Chopard. In contrast, topics that are
negatively occupied but at the same time
strongly associated with Chopard, should be
avoided.
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Who owns the selected topic?

Ownership of topic compared This chart shows the discussion of Chopard
and selected competitors in relation to the
chosen topic.

The graph shows the frequency (y-axis) and
connotation (x-axis) of the selected topic in
relation to Chopard and the other selected
brands.
On the y-axis, the frequencies are calculated
relative to the chosen brands in the graph. On
the x-axis, positive / negative is also represented
relatively; in other words, if all topics are
positively connoted with the brand, the least
positive value is shown on the left.
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Which brands occupy the topics 
of the industry?
The main actors behind the topics of the industry This overview shows the selected topics and

how strongly they are assigned to each
selected brand.

The calculation is based on a distribution of the
selected topics among the players in the chart.
Dark colors indicate a high intensity with which
the topic is discussed in the context of the
brand relative to the other brands.
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How do the topics of Chopard evolve?

Topic development of Chopard This chart shows the selected or most
frequently mentioned topics of Chopard.

The development of the selected topics over
time is indicating stakeholders’ reaction on
communicative events or incidents related to
Chopard. As a default, the seven most
frequently mentioned topics within the
selected time period are shown.
The scale shows the frequency with which the
topic is related to Chopard.
The switch button lets you depict the data with
a moving average across the selected period.
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Is Chopard perceived
as a sustainable brand?
Sustainability benchmarks for Chopard The sustainability of Chopard is tracked and

compared with the respective industry and
the country.

It is well documented that a company with a
good reputation can better manage itself
through difficult times. In times of crisis, a good
reputation protects organizations from
increased scrutiny and distrust. Crisis
communications will always build on what is
already known about the company. A good
reputation gives the company credibility and
attention when it is most needed.
The analysis focuses on the credibility of a
company and measures its reputation in the
social, ecological and economical space
(People, Planet, Profit). The results reflect the
chosen time period. 100% is achieved when
only positive and no negative attributes have
been named in the respective dimension.
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How well can Chopard withstand the
effect of negative events?
Reputation robustness Chopard There are five cognitive factors that influence

the stability of reputation judgment when
negative events occur.

Robustness is a measure of stability of the
reputation judgment when new and negative
news are presented to stakeholders. Reputation
robustness follows a model that builds on five
propositions:
Familiarity: a reputation judgment about an
organization is more robust when held by a
stakeholder who is more familiar with that
organization.
Ambivalence: a reputation judgment about an
organization is more robust when held by a
stakeholder who is less ambivalent toward that
organization.
Legitimacy: a reputation judgment about an
organization is more robust when held by a
stakeholder grounding such judgment on
factors legitimated by society.
Identity: a reputation judgment about an
organization is more robust when held by a
stakeholder who is part of a group with a similar
opinion regarding the organization's attributes.
Issues: a reputation judgment about an
organization is more robust when held by a
stakeholder who has already taken into account
the opinions of an active public about that
organization.
High values stand for a high reputational
robustness of the brand.
This model is based on 'Reputation Robustness:
understanding the Cognitive and Contextual
Factors Moderating the Effect of Negative
Events on Reputation Judgments'; Francesco
Lurati and Simone Mariconda, Università della
Svizzera Italiana, 2016
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What can Chopard learn from 
other companies?
Perception of sustainability in comparison This graph compares the sustainability of

other companies with the perception of
Chopard.

This list shows the sustainability values of the
selected companies and brands in the
respective industry. It shows the consolidated
values on the three sustainability dimensions of
the peers, which may serve as benchmarks for
further investigations and improvements.
The green part shows to what extent the
sustainability dimensions are considered as
favorable to the brand, while the gray part is a
measure of the negative sustainability
perception.
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How is sustainability discussed in the
media with respect to Chopard?
Details sustainability dimensions Chopard The charts provide details on the individual

characteristics that are most frequently
mentioned within each sustainability
dimension.

The pie charts show the share of the five most
frequently mentioned positive and negative
characteristics within each sustainability
dimension. These characteristics reflect the way
the public at large is actually talking about
Chopard. Each characteristic is formed by
clusters of synonymous statements about the
brand and their grammatical variations in all
available languages.
Characteristics that are not often mentioned in
connection with the brand but still reflect the
semantics of the sustainability dimension are
summed up under 'others'
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We support your work in 
communications and in brand 
management. Our media monitoring 
and brand analysis portals enable you to 
generate up-to-the-minute and 
operationally useful results from print, 
online, and social media. 
 
With the online portal of BrandTicker 
your are able to analyze your brand on a 
daily basis, dig deeper and generate 
reports with a user friendly tool. 
 
Contact us for access to our demo-
application. 
 
 
 

Tailor-made: BrandTicker can be 
tailored to your organization such that 
results become relevant for each 
business unit. 
 

Comprehensible: BrandTicker generates 
targeted, yet comprehensive and 
operationally useful results. 

Operational: BrandTicker is easy to 
use and preconfigured. No internal 
specialists are needed - the results 
can be used directly by all 
stakeholders. 

Would you like to understand your brand even better? 
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